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A Diesel Particulate Filter for smaller construction machines
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Developed for flexible use on construction machines
of less than 30 kW
Quick and easy to install and remove
Simple and fast electrical regeneration (No
replacement filters needed)
High particulate removal independently verified
Removable protective cage to reduce risk of
damage from collisions.

BISAF developed an easy to use Diesel Particulate Filter
(DPF), The PARTICULATOR, because we saw smaller
construction machines being used in confined spaces
leading to dangerously poor air quality for workers and
others at or near the site. These small machines also
tend to have relatively high pollutant emissions that will
increase worker’s exposure. Key benefits of the
PARTICULATOR :

The quick installation and removal make it ideal for the
hire industry where a PARTICULATOR  can be fitted to
different machines depending on client requirements.

WHAT ISWHAT IS  THETHE
PARTICULATORPARTICULATOR    ??RR
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As well as having some short-term health effects such as breathing

difficulties, headaches and nausea, Diesel particulate is the most

dangerous component for our longer-term health. It’s composed of tiny

particles of carbon that are coated with some hydrocarbons that are very

harmful. When these particles are larger, they can be seen as smoke but

in modern Diesel engines they are usually too small to be seen (less than

1/50 the diameter of a human hair). These tiny particles are breathed in,

get deep into our lungs and pass through into the blood stream where

they end up contaminating other organs. They increase the risk of lung

and bladder cancers, decrease lung function, adversely affect heart

function and increase the risk of heart disease, and have been linked to

dementia. 

PARTICULATE IS PARTICULATE IS THE MOST DANGEROUSTHE MOST DANGEROUS
COMPONENT OF DIESEL EXHAUST COMPONENT OF DIESEL EXHAUST FORFOR
OUR LONGER-TERM HEALTHOUR LONGER-TERM HEALTH

WHY IS THE PARTICULATORWHY IS THE PARTICULATOR
NEEDED IN CONSTRUCTION?NEEDED IN CONSTRUCTION?  

Construction workers are often engaged in physical activity alongside
Diesel machines, sometimes in enclosed spaces. This leads to increased
exposure to Diesel exhaust and health problems. It is estimated that in
the UK alone, 300 die each year from lung cancer caused by exposure to
Diesel exhaust while working in construction jobs. The use of the
PARTICULATOR   can greatly reduce the health risk of Diesel exhaust to
workers and others nearby.
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Most DPFs, and all that are fitted to new vehicles and

construction machines, are based on a physical filtration of

the particulate from the exhaust. The filter material is usually

a ceramic called cordierite or silicon carbide. These materials

are extruded to give many channels that run the length of the

filter and then alternate channels are blocked off at either end

of the filter so that the exhaust has to pass through the

channel walls to leave the filter.

 The exhaust gas passes through the porous walls of the filter

and the particulate becomes trapped in those passages and in

the channels between the walls as the particulate levels build

up.

Cordierite and silicon carbide are used in filters because they

can tolerate the high temperatures that are sometimes

required to burn the trapped soot from the filter during

regeneration. The PARTICULATOR   uses on-board electrical

heating to periodically burn the soot and clean the filter. 

HOWHOW DOES IT WORK? DOES IT WORK?

 Some filters are made of wound fibres that are less

efficient at filtering the exhaust and cannot be regenerated

and so need regular replacement. All BISAF products are

based on the ceramic cordierite product used by OEMs

that do not require replacement.
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FITTED AND REMOVED FROM MACHINE IN MINUTES:

The PARTICULATOR    is made up of a state-of-the-art permanent filter and a

control cabinet for on board regeneration. The PARTICULATOR    is bolted to

a frame normally installed behind the machine operator and can be fitted to

or removed from the frame in minutes. This feature is important for the plant

hire business where a filter may not be specified for every job and the filter

can be transferred to a machine when it is required. The exhaust from the

machine is fed from the tailpipe to the filter with a flexible hose.

HOW TO HOW TO OPERATE THE PARTICULATOROPERATE THE PARTICULATOR

EASY TO MONITOR FILTER SOOT LOADING:

Because of unpredictable operating cycles and

mounting the filter at the end of the exhaust system for

easy installation and removal, temperatures are too low

for a passive regeneration system to work, so an

electrical heating system has been developed to clean

the trapped particulate from the filter. A sensor

monitors the back pressure in front of the filter and a

traffic light system shows when to regenerate.

SIMPLE FILTER REGENERATION IN 30 MINUTES:

When the filter monitor indicates that the filter should

be regenerated, the engine is turned off, an external

110V electrical supply is connected, and one button is

pushed on the control box to start the process. After 30

minutes the clean filter is ready to start work again.

Normally the filter would be regenerated at the end of a

working shift to ensure it is ready for a full day of

operation.
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CERTIFICATIONS CERTIFICATIONS &&  TEST RESULTSTEST RESULTS

The PARTICULATOR    was rigorously evaluated by CAMBUSTION LTD - the

independent automotive test laboratory in Cambridge.

EMISSIONS TESTING KEY CONCLUSIONS: “The DPF system fitted to the Bobcat

excavator was in this case very effective at removing particles from the exhaust

stream”: 

"Over 99.9% efficiency of particle removal. The regeneration of the filter appeared

to be effective and DPF back pressure was substantially lower after regeneration.

Temperatures within the DPF during the regeneration cycle were sufficiently high

to oxidise soot on the DPF."

 The PARTICULATOR   is also CE / UKCA marked and the control cabinet is tested

at IP55 for resistance to water and dust ingress.

Hire Association Europe (HAE) product of the year finalist and highly commended

(2020)
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Case Study 1: GSS Geostructural Solutions 

 

GSS is a specialist contractor dealing with many aspects of structural work including basements,

foundations and structural openings. Much of this work involves operating Diesel machines in enclosed

spaces and GSS decided to use Particulators to improve the safety of those working on site.

 

“It is our aim to achieve a working environment that is free of work related accidents, incidents and ill

health, and to this end we will pursue continuing improvements year on year.”

Steve Creasy - Premier Plant Hire’s Operations Manager:

 

 “The PARTICULATOR    is popular with our customers and

they are mostly all out on hire. Not only do they dramatically

improve air quality in the workplace but they are easy for our

customers to use with simple instructions. From our point of

view they are quick to transfer between machines, are

reliable and don’t need much in the way of maintenance. They

have a high utilisation and a fast payback.”

 

 

CASE STUDIES:CASE STUDIES: Andy Parks - MD of GSS:

“A key consideration when opting

for the PARTICULATOR    was that

the DPF can be swapped between

a variety of construction machines.

BISAF’s “Plug & Play” approach

means that we can deploy Clean

Air Technology where it matters

most, optimising our investment.”
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Case Study 2: Premier Plant Hire Ltd

Premier is a plant hire business in London that has been supplying a lot of

equipment to the basement construction industry. These contractors

found that using a machine in the confined space of a basement caused

pollution problems for operators. The PARTICULATOR    has greatly

improved this issue and is a popular hire item. 

Premier has a fleet of PARTICULATORS   and is achieving an average

utilisation of 65%. This allows payback of the capital cost in less than one

year.
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Making construction clean

www.BISAF.co.uk

020 7326 5714

Contact us for a FREE no obligation consultation to find out more about how we can help you. 
 

We are currently looking for distributors of the PARTICULATOR  in the UK and Europe.

Follow us on social media!
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